DNF SECURITY RELEASES FALCON EXTREME™ - FIRST SYSTEM TO BREAK
3000FPS BARRIER
The release of Falcon Extreme™ builds on the powerful Falcon Video Storage Platform to
provide unrivaled levels of performance and reliability
Hayward, CA – January 10, 2012 – DNF Security, a leading provider of dependable, missioncritical IP video surveillance solutions, released the newest addition to its Falcon Video Storage
Platform Series with the Falcon Extreme™. Falcon Extreme™ is the first ever appliance-specific
recording platform to surpass 3000 frames per second (FPS).
Falcon Extreme™ leverages the customized architecture and massive processing power of the
multi-core Falcon Video Storage Platform for unrivaled reliability and performance. Featuring
custom-tuned, multi-threaded, high performance processors, Falcon Extreme™ sets a new
standard for IP video processing and storage.
Tested and certified by the Arecont Vision MegaLab™, the Falcon Extreme™ is available in
several popular form factors and configurations, ranging from six bay units to thirty-six bay
systems. Additionally, Falcon Extreme™ is also available in the new, ultra-quiet, TBQ
configuration. “Falcon Extreme™ has set a new industry standard for performance of application
specific recording platforms – this is a feature that our customers have been asking for, and that
is what DNF Security is delivering with Falcon Extreme™” says Mo Tahmasebi, President and
CEO of DNF Security.
For more information about the Falcon Extreme™ or any of DNF Security’s surveillance
solutions please call (510) 265-1122.
About DNF Security
DNF Security is a leading manufacturer of dependable, mission-critical video surveillance
solutions. As a subsidiary of innovative storage and server manufacturer, Dynamic Network
Factory (DNF), DNF Security leverages their advanced technologies by creating video
surveillance solutions designed to handle the most complex video surveillance and physical
security environments. The company offers a comprehensive range of video surveillance
solutions including intelligent digital or hybrid video management systems, video management
engines, mobile surveillance systems, viewing workstations, and scalable IP storage. In 2008,
DNF Security was recognized top industry publisher Security Sales & Integration (SSI)
Magazine as the “Top 30 Technology Innovator” of the year. With a focus on providing high
quality, scalable and cost-effective IP Surveillance solutions, DNF Security continues to push the
boundaries in the surveillance industry. For more information, please visit
www.DNFSecurity.com or www.DNFCorp.com.
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